Abstract
Introduction
According to United Nations' eParticipation Index (2012), Turkey's e-participation level is extremely low. This low level of e-participation in turn indicates low digital individual political expression levels. Therefore the existence of Turkish hacktivist groups such as RedHack can be considered as interesting to say the least. This very anomaly was the primary motivation of our study.
Definitions and types of activism were given in order to solidify the base of our study. Online activism and hacktivism were also defined under the umbrella of activism.
In order to understand the hacktivist movement in Turkey we chose a well known hacker group, RedHack as our case study. In the process of writing this study, Gezi Park protests kicked off and many of the protestors rapidly started following RedHack's activities as a source for obtaining news.
It must be emphasized that our survey has been diffused virally among RedHack Twitter followers causing our participant group to be mostly formed as people who support RedHack.
The survey conducted in this study aims to understand the public opinion about RedHack and if there is a relation
Hacktivism is a portmanteau word of hacking and activism. As defined in Oxford Dictionary a hacker is "a person who uses computers to gain unauthorized access to data." So the term hacktivism defines hacking in order to generate a social or political change. It is carried out under the premise that proper use of technology can produce results similar to those of conventional acts of protest, activism, and civil disobedience. (Wikipedia) There are two opposing views about the definition of hacktivism. While some see hacktivism as cyber terrorism, some see it as the efficient use of technology for affecting a social change. There is an ongoing debate on whether hacktivism is a nonviolent or a violent action in terms of activism.
Hacktivism in Turkey: The Case of RedHack
Cyber warfare raises issues of growing nation's interests. Cyber warfare can be used to describe various aspects of defending and attacking information and computer networks in cyberspace. (Hildreth, 2001) As in the world, Turkey has witnessed such attacks over the last few years. For example, The Information and Communication Technologies Authority in Turkey had been attacked after their announcement about internet filtering decision. Personal data of users, who use online services of ICTA, was disclosed. This agency, which wants to control internet communication, cannot provide its own security. Because of events such as this example, many governmental agencies came under cyberattacks. (Some of these attacks were done by Anonymous.)
The first national hacking action is actualized in October, 1998; Show TV's, a national television channels, web site has been hacked by KillRoy and WildHoney. Hackers add a long text and a mocking photograph of a famous anchorman Reha Muhtar. (Eri , 2009) The hacker groups of Turkey mainly divided in two. Nationalist hacker groups attack to web sites of other countries and leave messages if there is a problem about international relations. For instance, they attacked to the French parliament's web site that revived Armenian Genocide Law and leaved threatening messages. The other example of their actions is that they hacked one of communications forum of Anonymous for defending ICTA. The other claims that they obey the hacker ethics and defend the freedom of information. They are anti-authoritarian, leftist and anarchist, and RedHack is one of them.
RedHack
RedHack claimed that they are a Marxist-socialist group and they were founded in 1997. The core team of the group consists of twelve members. They are in cooperation with other hacker groups such as Anonymous. According to RedHack, they are not only a hacker group, in the future they will be considered as a philosophy. (Gökdemir, 2013) 
May -June 2012
-Environment and Urban Planning Ministry website had been hacked to protest hydro-nuclear power plant.
-Family and Social Policies Ministry website was hacking on Mother's Day.
-After Melih Gökçek, who is a Turkish politician and has been the mayor of Ankara, shared a woman's phone number, RedHack published his and his all family's phone numbers, addresses and national identification numbers. -The system of Turkish Land Forces was hacked and personal data of all members were published.
-They carried out a cyber-attack to website of Turkish Airlines.
-A lot of students were poisoned because of the milk distributed at schools. After that, RedHack hacked the websites of Food, Agriculture and Livestock Ministry and milk producers won tender. -RedHack hacked website of National Intelligence Organization when the organization was deployed against them.
July 2012
-RedHack attacked to website of Foreign Affairs Ministry, and published foreign diplomats' personal data via Dropbox. After that twitter account of RedHack was closed with the suppression of USA. -Student Selection and Placement Center's website was hacked.
-They hacked the website of Justice and Development Party and leaved messages.
-Redhack claimed that academicians and journalists, who support their actions, were under threat. Because of that, they published all of the documents obtained Ankara Police Department. -The Facebook page of Turkish Radio and Television Corporation had been hacked.
August 2012
-After the release of child rapists, RedHack hacked the websites of Supreme Court and Constitutional Court.
September 2012
-While waiting the decision of Governorship of Sinop about nuclear power plant, their website had been hacked and a message leaved: "Nuclear power plant is fascism!"
November 2012
-RedHack supported Anonymous on Hack operations against Israel.
-Public Auction Corporation's web site was hacked with adding a disinformation into the announcement such as pricing JDP with 1 Turkish Lira.
December 2012
-Several social network accounts with child abuse videos were hacked and closed. 
June 2013
-RedHack hacked the website of Beyo lu Police Department to protest Gezi Park.
-RedHack claimed responsibility for all tweets that were posted about the Taksim Gezi Park protests after the government announced that an investigation into the matter had been launched. (Hürriyet Daily News, 2013) -After Ethem Sar sülük's death, who was shot in the head and killed by the police during the protest in the capital Ankara, websites of Ankara Police Department and Governorship of stanbul were hacked by RedHack. -After Abdullah Cömert's death, who died during the protest in Hatay, website of Governorship of Hatay was hacked by RedHack. -After Mehmet Ayval ta 's death, who died during the protest, website of stanbul Police Department was hacked by RedHack.
Survey Results
The survey was designed to measure 4 factors. The first factor aims to measure the demographics of participants. The second factor intends to understand the social and political opinions and contentedness on Turkey. The third factor aims to measure the knowledge of the participants about Redhack. The last factor plans to understand the approach of the participants to the actions taken by RedHack.
Demographics
Out of 1804 people who participated in our survey 57% is male. 65% of the participants are between the ages of 18 -29, the rest of the participants are distributed among the age groups as 17%, between the ages of 30 -34, 15% above 35 and 4% under 18. 81% of all participants are either still studying in a university or higher education or graduated from a university or higher education. Of the people who have participated 45% are students while 15% are employed in private corporations and 14% are business owners. The remaining 16% is made of government employees and retired or unemployed citizens. Participation from Istanbul is the highest with 47% followed by zmir, Ankara and foreign countries with the rates of 11%, 10% and 7% respectively. The rest 25% is distributed among different cities of Turkey with low percentages.
Social and Political Opinions
Participants' answers on statements on how and from where RedHack got support shows that vast majority of the participants believe that there is no one behind RedHack but RedHack's itself. 2% of the participants believe strictly that Turkish Government is supporting RedHack, 8% believe that a Foreign Government or a foreign organization gives support and %4 of the participants believe RedHack has a strong relationship with Terrorist Groups. %21 of the overall participants are not sure about if RedHack got support from a foreign government or a foreign organization or not, should be emphasized. Because of the vast majority of participants have a positive opinion on RedHack; survey analysis is divided into two as RedHack supporters and non-supporters to observe possible divergences with comparing survey responses of these two groups. This division was based on the answers given to the question "Do you support the activities of RedHack?".
The main divergences observed are: -Gender distribution of supporters are 56% male and 44% female however non-supporters' gender distribution is 65% male and 35% female. -There are 10% more students in supporters. In Table 1 non-supporters/not sure are shown as "Group A" and supporters are shown as "Group B" to present the responses of participants on socio-political status of Turkey. 
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-There are 10% more participants in Group A believes that freedom of expression level is sufficient.
-Main-stream media trust level is considerably low for both groups. It can be emphasized low media trust levels creates a strong convergence for both groups. -Only 1.3% of Group B believes that democracy level is insufficient and 12.8% of Group A believes that democracy level is sufficient. -JDP's transparency and accountability level is sufficient for 0.85% in Group B and for 15.5% in Group A.
-Neutral responses on future of Turkey for both groups are very similar for both groups; 23.6% for Group A, 23.5% for Group B. RedHack supporters are unhappy about that future of Turkey. -There is a considerable amount of participants that are optimistic about the future of Turkey and public services' quality. It must be emphasized that RedHack supporters are tend to be pessimistic about the future of Turkey and public services' quality. -Economic development level, Freedom of Expression, Optimism in the future of Turkey and the quality of public services have more affirmative responses for both groups, according to the other survey questions.
Recognition of Actions Taken by RedHack
As stated before the third factor aims to measure recognition degree of participants about the actions of RedHack.
According to the participants, RedHack's is best known for their infamous activities in which they choose their targeted websites based on specific objectives, revealing secret data normally unavailable to public and crippling or outright disabling certain organizations including but not limited to those which belong to the government. If the three most widely known activities listed above are excluded from the statistics, it appears that 45% of the participants have accurate knowledge about the actions of RedHack while 37% stated that they have no knowledge at all. The remaining 18% consists of participants who answered the questions inaccurately. The most popular of these answers are:
-RedHack does not attack private corporations' websites -RedHack only acts within Turkey …none of which are correct. In table 2 Responses on RedHack activities are shown for Group A and B. RedHack is politically neutral.
Conclusion
Low levels of electronic participation in Turkey cause a low amount of digital political expression. In the presence of a public which is largely non-reactive to political issues, RedHack attains a great value with its digital yet illegal activities. Gezi protests, especially, show that suppressed expressions of the public can create an extreme and instant reaction directed towards the authorities. Protestors believe that all governmental bodies and main-stream media turned their back to them and in this conjuncture RedHack's actions created sympathy within the public. Gezi protests have transformed the image and raised the level of awareness of RedHack. For a considerable amount of people, RedHack became more of a freedom fighter rather than a hacktivist group. It must be emphasized that our survey has been diffused virally among RedHack Twitter followers. Our survey showed that RedHack supporters strongly believe that governmental bodies are not working efficiently and mass-media is ignoring or manipulating the truth. For them, RedHack is an information source and a strong opposing power without any form of support from any government and organization.
As an extreme type of digital activism, globally, hacktivism has a great role on shaping political stance of the public. Just like it's globally, each passing day, hacktivist groups' importance is increasing in Turkey too. And although the ideologies and activities of Hacktivist groups' are open to debate, their impact -without a doubt-is unquestionable.
